
 
 

                                                                                      

 
 
 
 
Issue: 16/20 
Date:  11 March 2020 
 
 
Subject: Panoramic Pro-Vision roof 

Dear colleagues, 

We are happy to announce the availability of the new panoramic Pro-Vision roof. 
 
Our Reach Trucks are already well known for the excellent ergonomics and visibility from driver 
position. The ProVision Concept, includes our unique Clear View mast design but also the low 
machine house contour, cut-out overhead guard pillars and more.  
 
We constantly strive to improve our products and consider operator visibility as crucial to achieve 
both maximum performance and safety. The new Pro-Vision roof is a logical step forward which 
provides unrestricted vision towards forks and load.  
 
The view is fantastic and takes our Tergo trucks to an even higher ergonomic level.  



 
 

 
The new panoramic Pro-Vision roof is made from 12 mm Polycarbonate Saphire and is extremely 
strong. Naturally it is tested and easily meet meet all requirements.  
 
Main advantages with our design: 

• The surface is treated with a special scratch resistant Saphire coating. 
Frequent washing with wet cloth is recommended to achive longest possible life time. 

• In case of excessive scratches or something dropped on the OHG – it should be 
replaced. No matter if Glass or Polycarbonate. 

• The Pro-Vision roof is bolted to the OHG frame, which means very simple, quick and 
cheap change in a few minutes, compared to glass which sometimes is glued to the 
overhead guard structure, which means more difficult and expensive to change. It is 
also more difficult to secure the same strength as in a factory-assembled glass. 

 
 
 
Naturally it´s compatible 
with all options linked to 
the overhead guard, 
such as Radio, Blue 
lamp, Camera monitor, 
Warning light etc.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Pro-Vision roof is currently only available as Special Design, but will become as option as soon 
as possible.  
So far we have delivererd several UMS and UHD trucks with panoramic Pro-Vision roof, but is of 
course available as Special Design for all U-Tergo models.  
In addition, also A & X stacker and the EP-range is available with Panoramic Pro-Vision roof as 
Special Design. 
 
We are sure the panoramic Pro-Vision roof brings possibilities and additional sales success!  
 
 
Group Product Planning Manager 
Jan Callderyd 




